# Bootcamp for New Investigators in Clinical Research

A series of four workshops on how to operationalize biologic clinical trials at GW and CNH. An emphasis on available programs, templates, and resources.

## Session 1. Thurs NOV 17, 12-2 pm (virtual)

### Principal Investigator Responsibilities
- Responsibilities for industry-sponsored or investigator-initiated studies, single/multi-site: **Henry Kaminski**
- Investigators rely on trained clinical research staff: **Aileen Chang**
- Investigators need to recognize conflicts: **Laura Sigman**

### Protocol & Study Frameworks
- Cohort discovery & databases: **Hiroki Morizono**
- Protocol Builder/ OnCore: **Richard Lush**
- Investigational drug pharmacy-do-able: **Dorinne Mettle-Amuah**

### Breakouts: **Institutional solutions to challenges**

- “How To Get Started as an Investigator in an Externally Sponsored Study”
  - **Radwa Aly**, GW OCR, Richard Lush GWCC Clinical Trials Office
  - **Jurran Wilson**, Patrick O’Keefe CNH CTR

## Session 2. Thurs DEC 15, 12-2 pm (virtual)

### Optimizing Roles on the Study Team
- How the strengths of CRA and the investigator tie into the audit: **Radwa Aly**
- Who is part of the Safety team? **Caitlin Joffe**
- Optimizing stakeholder input: **Randi Streisand**

### The clinical trial contract
- Budgeting and Contracts: **Melanie Bossi**
- Standard of care testing vs research costs: **Stephanie Bair**
- Service biostatistics: **Qing Zeng**

### Breakouts: **Institutional Solutions to Challenges:**

*Who pays for what? Standard of care and protocols for escalation*
- **Kiara Kalbart**, Sheila Garrity
- **Bobbe Thomas**, Stephanie Bair/ Khan

For Zoom links and calendar invites, please contact Charlotte Hovland at cphovland@gwu.edu or gwsmhsresearch@gwu.edu